
Diagramm? Please tick as appropriate

Which espagnolette do you need? Please tick as appropriate

Designation on the faceplate of the espagnolette

Please tell us the colour of the espagnolette Please tick as appropriate!

Which locking cams are installed on the espagnolette? Please tick as appropriate!

Centro flat stud NT E-cam NT P-cam NT V-cam

Give us the sash rebate and the handle height. 

What is the backset of your espagnolette? Specify if you have variant 1 or 2
The backset is measured from the front edge of the faceplate to the centre of the square edge.

Backset in mm

Please state sash rebate and handle height in mm.  

Please state the designation of the espagnolette faceplate 
Designation of the 
espagnolette faceplate 

Please specify backset in mm   

Sash rebate height

Handle height

Variant 1

Variant 2

Variant 3

Brass Centro Silver NT Black Kurier 2

Variant 4

Variant 1 Variant 2

CONTINUE ON PAGE 2  

The pictures of the components are for illustration purposes only and may therefore differ from your espagnolette.
The measurement sheet must be filled out completely so that identification can take place.
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Diagram A Diagram B Diagram C

Roto Spareparts-Support espagnolette for Tilt & Slide hardware

Sash rebate height
Handle height



Please state the number from the back of a striker. Only for locking cam version Centro flat stud.
Some of the espagnolettes variants 1 and 2 with the flat studs are no longer available. In this case, you have to convert to variant 1 or 2 with E-cams. 
In order for the conversion to take place, the strikers in the frame must be replaced.
The strikers differ depending on the sliding door variant. Strike plates can look as follows.

Specify the handle side as seen from the inside. Only specify for espagnolette variant 4.
The espagnolette variant 4, with the flat studs is no longer available. In this case, it is necessary to convert to variant 3 with E-cams. 
In order for the conversion to take place, the strikers in the frame and the door handle must be replaced.

Specify the handle side as seen from the inside. Only specify for espagnolette variant 4.
Please indicate whether the handle is lockable or not.
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Number from the back of a 
striker

Please state the part number on the back.  

Please tick as appropriate. 

YES, the handle is lockable. 

NO, the handle is not lockable.

Please indicate the colour of the handle

Colour of the handle

Example picture. The design may vary.

Handle side LEFT - LEFT handed sliding door  Handle side RIGHT - RIGHT handed sliding door  
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